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Introduction
The Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis is based on the following elements of the
®
Extended DISC Theory.
The Four Quadrant Model
Extended DISC® Diamond
Extended DISC® Profiles
The Four Quadrant Model
The Four Quadrant Model is the most widely used behavioural framework in human and
organisational development. The model was developed in its present format in the early
20th century. The 4Q Model is quick to teach and learn and it can be applied in
many different situations. It is also the basis of many assessment tools, learning
theories and training concepts around the world.
Extended DISC® Diamond
One of the unquestionable strengths of the Extended DISC® Diamond is its ability to
describe the analysis results at individual, team, department, division and also at the
whole organisational level, enabling the analysis results of thousands of people in the
same framework. The Work Pair Diamond is based on the Extended DISC® Diamond.
Extended DISC® Profiles
The Profiles are used to describe the Job Profile. The DISC Profiles were the
cornerstone for the early DISC Theory based tools. The Extended DISC® Profiles
represent the latest state of art in that area. The Work Pair Profile is based on the
Extended DISC® Profiles concept.
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What is a Work Pair Analysis
The Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis is based on the results of Extended
DISC® Personal Analysis.
The Profile & Diamond Page of the Work Pair Analysis requires understanding of
the Diamond and the Profile.
Before the Work Pair Analysis report is produced and shared by the work pair it is
recommended to begin with the Personal Analysis results. In order to
understand the behaviour of another person one first needs to understand one’s own
behaviour.
Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis is very easy to produce. Both individuals’
Personal
Analysis results need to be in the same EDOS Account so the report can be produced.
Interpretation of the results may take a lot more time and effort. The results are not
always self-explanatory, and especially not to a person outside the work pair.
It is recommended that the work pair is familiar with the basics of the Extended DISC®
Theory (especially the four main traits and the Profiles) before beginning to analyse the
Work Pair Analysis results.
It is possible to use the Graphical Part and Text Page without any prior knowledge of
Extended DISC®. However, to get the most out of the report, it would be helpful if the
work pair had an understanding of how to interpret the Profiles. It would help the
individuals to understand the underlying reasons for the differences and similarities
in their styles and would help the work pair to understand why the Graphical Part and
Text Page say what they say.
Since the purpose of the Work Pair Analysis is to help both people, it is recommended
that they analyse the report together. If they do it alone without communicating with
each other, the main part of the benefit may be lost. Besides, it would be very difficult to
put any of the information into practice.
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Producing a Work Pair Analysis

To begin working with the work pair analysis, please log into My EDOS online
(myedos.com/admin) using your personal login details. If you do not have a personal
login please contact us on 0800… … or 1800
It is essential the DTR files (Personal Analysis) for the two individuals have already been
completed and present within your access code.

From the Main Menu select  Assessment Tools  Work Pair Analysis  Order
Results.
Search within the desired access code for the individuals you would like to pair.
Select by ticking the boxes of the two you wish to profile  Order Results.
Ensure all relevant details are correct (by default they should be correct) – change the
language if you prefer.

*Please note the Work Pair is not saved in the database!
Download the results by selecting “Download Results” and a popup window will
appear so you may save to file. This will save any frustration if by chance the email is
not received as points will still be deducted.
Extended DISC® Australasia Ltd
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Interpretation
The Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis uses the same graphical elements as its
sister tools: Personal Analysis and Team Analysis. The results of Extended DISC®
Work Pair Analysis are based on the answers given in the Personal Analysis
Questionnaire. Interpretation of the results is more rewarding if the person is also
familiar with Extended DISC® Personal Analysis.
The results of Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis can be interpreted either by
the work pair, by the manager of the work pair or by the person participating in
the recruitment process. It is not recommended that only one person of the work
pair analyse the results alone since the results in many cases are “discussion
headings” that the work pair is supposed to analyse together.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
A proper interpretation and application of Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis
requires the person responsible for the project to have participated in Extended
DISC® System Training and to be a certified Extended DISC® User.
Using the tool without sufficient information on the background of the Extended
DISC®
System and Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis may lead to misinterpretation of the
results.
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Work Pair Profile & Diamond Page
The Work Pair Profile & Diamond Page combines graphical information from the
Personal Analysis. It gives the reader a quick understanding of how similar or different
the two individuals are.
The Profile & Diamond Page creates a Work Pair Profile which is the average profile of
the two individual’s Personal Analysis Profile II. Note that the profile is scaled to a
standard size. The possible tightness or shifting in Profile II is not included in the Work
Pair Profile.
If the Work Pair Profile is tight (fully in the neutral zone), it means both individuals are
total opposites of each other.

In addition, the Profile II (from Personal Analysis) of the work pair members is shown.
The date in brackets is the date when the Personal Analysis was completed. Please
note that if either of the individual results is very old, it might be worth considering
redoing the Personal Analysis before printing the Work Pair Analysis report.
On the percentages section the Profile II percentages of the work pair members are first
shown. Note that only the percentages of the dimensions above the Middle Line are
used in Work Pair Analysis.
Based on the individual percentages a Work Pair Percentage is calculated. It is then
used for drawing the Work Pair Profile. It also gives us a way of analysing the strengths
and weaknesses of the work pair.
On the Work Pair Diamond the position of the
work pair members in the Diamond is shown.
This graph also helps us in understanding how
far from or close to each other the two people
are.
The Work Pair Analysis is always done for
exactly two people.
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Checklist
Size of the profile

A Large Profile:
A large Work Pair Profile (below 40 and above 60%) indicates the two people have
some similarities in their profiles. They both have some of the same behavioural
tendencies although there may be some differences.
If the profile is very large (example below), the two individuals have almost the
same Profile II in Personal Analysis.





What are the similarities in our behaviour?
What are the (possible) differences?
Can we utilise the mutual strengths?
Does our similar way of thinking restrict our flexibility?

A Small Profile:
A small Work Pair Profile (between 40 and 60%) indicates that both people have
almost the opposite Profile II in their Personal Analysis. They have very different
behavioural tendencies.





What are the individual strengths of each person compared to the other one?
How do the two profiles differ?
Can we see the difference in everyday behaviour?
Can the difference be seen in how we communicate? Is there a way of benefiting
from the difference?

When to use
The Work Pair Profile and Diamond is useful for an individual who is familiar with
Extended DISC® Profiles and Diamond. It gives a quick introduction to the two people.
A few of the applications of the results include:
 To get an overall picture of the similarities and differences between the two
people
 To function as a discussion basis for a discussion facilitated by an Extended
DISC® certified user.
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Graphical Page
The Graphical Page contains two pages of graphical comparisons of two individuals’
natural tendencies.
If the bar is long (full-size bar), that item is very natural for the person and he/she is
willing to accept responsibility for it in the work pair. If the bar is short (small-size
bar), it means this type of behaviour is not very natural for the person and it would most
likely require more energy for him to work in that way for longer periods of time. If
the bar is in the middle (half-size bar), it means the person can relatively easily
adjust to working that way but it may not be the thing that motivates him/her most.

When comparing the two bars it is possible to identify the areas where the work pair is
very strong, where one finds the activity more natural than the other one, and where
neither of them finds it comfortable.
The following combinations of the bars can be identified:
Bars complementing each other

There are two ways the bars can complement each other.
1.

Uneven bars - One bar is a full-size bar and the other one a small-size bar.
This indicates a situation where one would very much like (and it would be
natural for him/her) to take more responsibility in that particular area of work. The other
person, on the other hand, would not be naturally inclined to that type of activity and
would, most likely, prefer to give most of the responsibility away.
2. Even bars - Both bars are half-size bars. In this case both individuals are willing to
put some emphasis on the activity but don’t mind if the other person takes all the
responsibility. It is also possible that to be able to concentrate on more natural ways
of working, they divide the responsibility on this issue.
Extended DISC® Australasia Ltd
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Bars overlapping

There are two ways the bars can overlap each other.
1.

Uneven bars - One bar is a full-size bar whereas the other one is a half-size bar.
This indicates a situation where one person considers this function as one of the most
fascinating. He/she would most likely feel very comfortable doing it and also would
very much like to take much responsibility in that area. The other person considers
it possible and not exhausting to do that task but accepts that the responsibility has
been given away.
2. Even bars - Both bars are full-size bars. In this case both people are very willing
and naturally capable of performing in this way. Actually both would like to take a lot
of responsibility in this area. If there is not much work in this area, they might even
enter into a competition. It would be best if there were enough responsibilities for
both to share in this area.

Gap between the bars

There can be two types of gaps between the bars.
1.

Uneven bars - One bar is a half-size bar whereas the other one is a small-size bar.
This indicates a situation where the one person considers it possible to perform
in this function but doesn’t think it is the most natural for him/her. The other person
doesn’t consider it natural for him/her at all. Spending much time in that function
would most likely require a lot more energy from him/her than most other people.
2. Even bars - Both bars are small-size bars. In this case neither of the individuals
would naturally like to perform this task. It is possible that if it belongs to the work pair’s
responsibilities, they may try to push it to each other, leaving it undone.
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Checklist
Both having long bars
Is there a possibility of both doing a little of this? Is there any reason why the other
should take the responsibility on only this?
Is this very important in the job?
One having a long bar
Is it possible that the one with the long bar does only this?
Can the one with the short bar get support from the other one?
Both having short bars
Is this really important in the job? Could it be delegated outside the work pair?
Could they both get support on this one?
Both having medium bars
Can they divide the responsibility on this? Is either one more interested in it?

When to use
The Graphical Page is useful for the work pair itself but also for their supervisor. Each of
the items should be discussed and analysed; the bars explain the natural tendency and
don’t take into account possible special personal interests or experience in the topic.
A few of the applications of the results include:
 To understand each other’s strengths and weaknesses
 To divide the responsibilities
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Text Page
The Text Page helps the work pair to discuss each other and also identify areas they
need to notice and pay special attention to.
The texts on the Text Page have been designed for the work pair only and not for any outsider
to analyse or utilise. Some of the sentences may not be clear immediately but require the
work pair to think and discuss; “what does this mean for us?”

The Text Page consists of four parts.
Remember
This section lists things that this type of work pair, when working together, easily forgets.
Many of the items are self-evident but it is likely that they tend to forget them. Hence,
special attention and discussion about the items is recommended.
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Accept
In this part items that may cause disagreement are listed. If the two people in the
work pair have different underlying opinions and values, the differences are likely to cause
different preferences. Some of the most likely ones are listed here. If the people in the work
pair are very similar, it is possible that they reinforce their opinions and approaches and, as
a result, may end up in a disagreement with their environment.
Following the instructions in this section can help the work pair to become more flexible
toward each other and other people.
Practice
This part lists items where the work pair is not naturally very good but which are things that
they should be able to do. It is recommended that the work pair, both together and
maybe with the help of someone who knows them, analyses the items and tries to find out if
they are acute problems for them that need to be addressed.
Our own views (perceptions)
This part is reserved for the work pair itself for making notes when they go through the
different items on the page.

Checklist
Items we both identify
 Are there items that we both identify and accept?
 What should we do to improve ourselves in this area?
 What are the limitations for us if we do not do
anything?
Items the other one identifies
 How did we understand the item?
 Are there real-life examples that could help in identification?
 What would have to be different in the present situation for the item not to be part of
the report?
Items neither identifies
 How do we understand the item?
 Could it also mean something else?
 Why did they write something like that about our profiles?
 Is there any third person who could help us here?
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When to use
The Text Page is designed for the work pair only.
To understand the statements, one needs to know oneself and the other person and
have experience in working together. If the work pair is just established, this part may not
work for them. The statements should only be read, but a discussion on their meaning and
possible affect on effectiveness is necessary.
A few of the applications of the results include:






To identify things we easily forget
To understand that everyone’s way of thinking is biased
To learn practical things that make a work pair more effective
To open up a discussion that would otherwise not be had
To solve communication problems
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Application of the Work Pair Analysis
Extended DISC® Work Pair Analysis is a tool mainly for the work pair to learn to
know each other, to develop their way of working together, and to solve/prevent
communication problems.
There is no standard way of how work pair analysis should be used or how the process should
be conducted. The ideal situation is when the work pair uses the report alone. When people
identify and discover something, they remember it a lot better than if someone tells them the
same thing.
Sometimes it may be that the work, due to lack of experience or prejudices set by different
roles in the organisation, may have difficulty in getting started. In that situation an external
or internal facilitator could be useful. It is important for the facilitator to remember that
he/she should not tell the people what to do or interpret the analysis results for them. The
facilitator’s job is to get the two people going by themselves.
Work pair analysis can also be used for other applications, such as recruitment.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Extended DISC® Australasia doesn’t recommend that decisions concerning the work pair or
members of the work pair are based solely on the information from the Work Pair Analysis.
There are always other aspects that need to be taken into account before taking any action
concerning the situation.
Extended DISC® Australasia wants to take the opportunity to remind the user of the Extended
DISC® System to check the local legislation on individual privacy and apply the tool in
accordance with that legislation.
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Application 1: Introducing the Work Pair Analysis to the
work pair
Introducing the Work Pair Analysis to a work pair is perhaps a little more complicated than
just printing the analysis report and giving it to them.

Agenda
The process might be as follows:








Intro to 4 Quadrant Model and the four behavioural traits D, I, S and C
Discussion on the different areas of the 4Q Model from the perspective that interests
the work pair
Brief explanation of Extended DISC® Profiles
o Looking at each other’s Profiles
Personal Analysis report given to the work pair
o Read own report
o Read the other one’s report
o Discuss the reports together
Distribute the Work Pair Analysis report to both of them
o Explain how the different parts should be analysed and used
o Facilitate the discussion if necessary
Ask the work pair to list those items that they considered most important
o Define an action plan to improve that item
o Agree on a follow-up

Outcome
The outcome of this procedure is often found to be:





Increased understanding of one’s own behaviour
Increased understanding of the other’s behaviour
Increased efficiency within the work pair
Reduced actual conflict / Prevents future conflicts
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Application 2: Recruitment
The following is an example of how Work Pair Analysis can be used in recruitment.
In this application example a supervisor is looking for a subordinate.

Process
The sample agenda procedure might be the following:








The supervisor completes the Extended DISC® Personal Analysis and receives
the appropriate feedback
The candidates are asked to complete Personal Analysis before the interview
The interview is conducted without the Personal Analysis information
The best candidates’ Personal Analysis reports are printed as well as Work Pair
Analysis with the supervisor
Based on the reports an interview plan for each of the candidates is designed
A second interview is organised where the analysis results are used to support
the interview
The recruitment process continues

Outcome
The outcome of this procedure is often found to be:





Better understanding of the applicants
Supervisor has the ability to compare him/herself to the applicants
More efficient and thorough interviews
Possibility for the applicant to understand the job and self better
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